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Abstrat. Proving failure of queries for de�nite logi programs an be

done by onstruting a �nite model of the program in whih the query is

false. A general purpose model generator for �rst order logi an be used

for this. A reent paper presented at PLILP98 shows how the peuliarities

of de�nite programs an be exploited to obtain a better solution. There

a proedure is desribed whih ombines abdution with tabulation and

uses a meta-interpreter for heuristi ontrol of the searh. The urrent

paper shows how similar results an be obtained by diret exeution

under the standard tabulation of the XSB-Prolog system. The loss of

ontrol is ompensated for by better intelligent baktraking and more

aurate failure analysis.

1 Introdution

In [2℄ methods are studied for proving that a query for a de�nite logi pro-

gram fails. The general idea underlying all methods is the generation of a �nite

model of the de�nite program in whih the query is false. However the approah

developed in [2℄ is quite di�erent from that used in general purpose model gen-

erators for �rst order logi suh as FINDER [10℄, SEM [12℄, and FMC

ATINF

[7℄.

Whereas the latter systems searh for a model in the spae of interpretations,

the former searhes in the smaller spae of pre-interpretations and applies a top-

down proof proedure using tabulation to verify whether the query is false in

the least model of the Horn theory based on the andidate pre-interpretation.

Experiments in [3℄, an extended version of [2℄, show that the abdutive proe-

dure of [2℄ extended with intelligent baktraking [1℄ outperforms FINDER and

FMC

ATINF

on problems where there are a large number of di�erent interpre-

tations for a given pre-interpretation. The di�erene is not only in number of

baktraks, but also for some problems in time, and this notwithstanding the

former is implemented as a straightforward meta-interpreter in Prolog while the

latter are sophistiated implementations in a more low level language.

The urrent paper desribes how the meta-interpreter an be replaed by

a more diret implementation in XSB-Prolog [9, 4℄ whih relies on the XSB

system to perform the tabulation. This is not a straightforward task beause



of the intelligent baktraking and beause the meta-interpreter does not follow

the standard depth-�rst left-to-right searh strategy but uses heuristis to diret

the searh towards early failures and selets the pre-interpretation on the y, as

omponents are needed by the proof proedure. To exploit the tabling system

underlying XSB, one has to stik to the depth-�rst left-to-right exeution order

and one should not modify the program by reating new omponents of the

pre-interpretation while evaluating a all to a tabled prediate.

The random seletion of an initial pre-interpretation, ombined with the loss

of ontrol over the searh results in a system whih has to explore a substantially

larger part of the searh spae than the original system. The paper introdues

two innovations to ompensate for this. Firstly, it uses a variant of intelligent

baktraking whih is muh less dependent on the random initial order of the

hoie points. Seondly, it introdues a more aurate failure analysis, so that

smaller onit sets are obtained and that the intelligent baktraking selets its

targets with more auray.

The motivation for this researh is in the world of planning. Planners are

typially programs whih searh in an in�nite spae of andidate plans for a plan

satisfying all requirements. The planner searhes forever (until some resoure is

exhausted) when no andidate plan satis�es all requirements. Hene it useful to

have methods to show that the problem has no solution. It turns out that our

approah outperforms �rst order model generators on planning problems.

In the next setion we reall some basi notions about semanti of de�nite

logi programs. In Setion 3 we desribe our approah in more detail and then

in Setion 4 we show the results of testing our system on di�erent problems. The

omparison not only inludes the model generator FINDER [10℄ as in [2℄, and

FMC

ATINF

as in [3℄ but also SEM [12℄.

2 Preliminaries

Now we will reall some basi de�nitions about semantis of de�nite programs.

Most of them are taken from [6℄.

A pre-interpretation J of a program P onsists of domainD = fd

1

; : : : ; d

m

g

1

and for eah n-ary funtion symbol f in P a mapping f

J

from D

n

to D. Follow-

ing the literature on model generators, a term of the form f(d

1

; : : : ; d

n

) where

d

1

; : : : ; d

n

2 D is alled a ell. Given a program P and domain size m, the set of

all ells is �xed. A pair h; vi where  is a ell and v 2 D is the mapping of that

ell is alled a omponent and v the value of the omponent. A set of omponents

de�nes a pre-interpretation if there is exatly one omponent h; vi for eah ell.

A variable assignment V wrt. expression E and pre-interpretation J onsists

of an assignment of an element in the domain D for eah variable in E. A

term assignment wrt. J and V is de�ned as follows: eah variable is given its

assignment aording to V ; eah onstant is given its assignment aording to

J ; if d

1

; : : : ; d

n

are the term assignments of t

1

; : : : ; t

n

then the assignment of

f(t

1

; : : : ; t

n

) is the value of the ell f(d

1

; : : : ; d

n

).

1

We will onsider only domains with �nite size.



An interpretation I based on a pre-interpretation J onsists of a mapping p

I

fromD

n

to ffalse; trueg for every n-ary prediate p in P . An interpretation I is

often de�ned as the set of atoms p(d

1

; : : : ; d

n

) for whih p(d

1

; : : : ; d

n

) is mapped

to true. An interpretation M is a model of a program P i� all lauses in P are

true in M . For de�nite program, the intersetion of two models is also a model

hene a de�nite program always has a unique least model. As a onsequene, if

a onjuntion of atoms is false in some model then it is also false in the least

model of a de�nite program.

Throughout the paper we will use the following simple example about even

and odd numbers to show the di�erent onepts and program transformations.

even(zero).

even(s(X)) :- odd(X).

odd(s(X)) :- even(X).

Consider a query ?- even(X),odd(X). For simpliity of the presentation we

will add to the program the de�nite lause

even_odd :- even(X),odd(X).

and onsider the query ?- even odd. It annot sueed as ?- even odd is

not a logial onsequene of the program. The SLD proof proedure does not

terminate. This is still the ase when extended with tabulation as in XSB-Prolog.

We hoose a domain with two elements D = f0; 1g and onsider the pre-

interpretation J = fzero

J

= 0; s

J

(0) = 1; s

J

(1) = 0g. The least model of the

de�nite program is feven(0); odd(1)g and the atom even odd is false in this

model.

3 The Method

Figure 1 shows the general arhiteture of the system. The input onsists of a

de�nite program P , a query ?-Q and domain size m. First the program and

the query are transformed to P

t

and ?-Q

t

. The transformation replaes all

funtional symbols with alls to prediates de�ning the omponents of the pre-

interpretation and allows the program to ollet the omponents whih were

used during the evaluation of the query. Also an initial pre-interpretation J is

onstruted for the given domain size m. Then the query ?-Q

t

is evaluated wrt.

the program P

t

and the urrent pre-interpretation J . If the query sueeds then

it also returns a set of omponents CS whih are neessary for the suess of the

proof. Then, based on CS, the pre-interpretation is modi�ed and the query is run

again. If we have exhausted all possible pre-interpretations for the given domain

size then we an eventually inrease it and run the system again. If the query

?-Q

t

fails then Q

t

is false in the least model based on the pre-interpretation J

and we an onlude that the original query ?-Q annot sueed.
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Fig. 1. System arhiteture

3.1 Basi Transformation

To evaluate the query in the least model based on a pre-interpretation J , we use a

variant of the abstrat ompilation approah to program analysis used by Codish

and Demoen in [5℄. The pre-interpretation J of a n-ary funtion f is represented

by a set of fats p

f

(d

1

; : : : ; d

n

; v); one fat for eah ell f(d

1

; : : : ; d

n

). In the

soure program, non variable terms are represented by their pre-interpretation.

This is ahieved by replaing a term f(t

1

; : : : ; t

n

) by a fresh variable X and

introduing a all p

f

(t

1

; : : : ; t

n

; X). This transformation is repeated for the non

variable terms in t

1

; : : : ; t

n

until all funtions are eliminated. Codish and Demoen

evaluate the resulting DATALOG program bottom up, obtaining the least model

whih expresses delarative properties of the program. In [2℄, one also transforms

the query and using a top-down proedure with tabulation heks whether it fails.

Experiene showed that one typially ends up with omputing the whole model of

the prediates reahable from the query. So the meta-interpreter used there tables

only the most general all for eah prediate. As we want diret exeution under

XSB, our transformation has to take are that a program prediate is only alled

with all variables free and di�erent, so that XSB tables only the most general

all. To ahieve this, a prediate p

f

(: : : ) whih is added to ompute a term t

in a all is inserted after the all and a prediate whih is added to ompute a

term in the head is inserted at the end of the lause. Finally, when a all to a

program prediate ontains a variable X whih already ours to the left of its

position in the lause, then it is replaed by a fresh variable Y and an equality

X = Y is inserted after the all. The alls to the pre-interpretation are not

tabled, and a all p

f

(g(: : : ); : : : ) is transformed in p

g

(: : : ; X); p

f

(X; : : : ). This



gives less branhing than when p

g

(: : : ) is added after p

f

(: : : ). For our example

this gives the following ode:

even(X) :- p_zero(X).

even(Y) :- odd(X),p_s(X,Y).

odd(Y) :- even(X),p_s(X,Y).

even_odd :- even(X),odd(X1),X1=X.

p_zero(0).

p_s(0,1).

p_s(1,0).

In [2℄, values are assigned to the ells of the pre-interpretation in an abdutive

way, as needed by the heuristi searh for a proof of the query. When a proof is

found, standard baktraking ours: the last assigned value is modi�ed. To have

diret exeution under XSB, the pre-interpretation has to be �xed in advane.

Obviously, it is not feasible to enumerate all possible pre-interpretations until one

is found for whih the query fails. The searh has to be guided by the proof found

so far. Failure analysis and intelligent baktraking have to be inorporated to

obtain a usable system.

3.2 Failure Analysis

Elementary Failure Analysis. As the goal is to �nd a pre-interpretation for

whih the query fails, failure ours when the query sueeds. In the more gen-

eral setting of �rst order model generation, failure ours when some formula

gets the wrong truth value. The FINDER and FMC

ATINF

systems keep trak

of whih ells are used in evaluating a formula and when the formula reeives

the wrong truth value, the set of ells used in evaluating it is used to diret the

baktraking. In [3℄ the meta-interpreter is extended with suh a failure analysis

and intelligent baktraking is used to guide the searh. This substantially im-

proved the performane of the system. Inorporating these features in the urrent

approah whih relies on diret exeution with XSB of the transformed query,

requires speial are. First let us formalize the notion of onit set (refutation

in �rst order model generators [7, 10℄).

De�nition 1 (Conit set). A onit set CS of a de�nite program P and

query Q is a �nite set of omponents suh that for any pre-interpretation J for

whih CS � J follows that Q is true in any model of P based on J .

The idea is that any pre-interpretation J whih has the same values for all

omponents from the onit set CS an not be extended to an interpretation in

whih the query fails. Hene any andidate pre-interpretation must di�er from

CS in the value of at least one omponent. Exploiting onit sets requires �rst

to ompute them. This an be done by adding to the program prediates an extra

argument whih is used to ollet the omponents used for solving a all to this

prediate. For example a all even(X) is replaed by even(X,CS) and the answer



even(0) beomes even(0,[p zero(0)℄). However there is a potential problem.

Also even(0,[p zero(0),p s(0,1),p s(1,0)℄) is an answer. Previously, the

tabling system did not reognize it as a new answer and did not use it to solve

alls to even/1. But as the value of the added seond argument di�ers from

that in the �rst answer, XSB will also use it to solve alls to even=2 and it will

obtain a third answer. Fortunately, if the list of used omponents is redued to

some anonial form, then the third answer will be idential to the seond and

the evaluation will terminate. However, this repetition of answers with di�erent

lists of omponents an substantially inrease the ost of the query evaluation.

Fortunately the XSB system has built-in prediates to inspet and modify the

tables so we an ontrol this behavior. The idea is to replae a lause

p(X,CS) :- Body.

with a lause

p(X,CS) :- Body,hek_return(p(X,CS)).

When the body of the lause sueeds, XSB will proess the answer p(X;CS)

(add it to the table for the all to p=2 if it is new). Remember, that as the

transformed program makes only most general alls there is only one table as-

soiated with eah prediate. Using the built-ins, the prediate hek return=1

looks up the previous answers in the table for p=2 and ompares them with the

andidate answer p(X;CS). If there is no other answer with the same X then

hek return=1 and thus p=2 simply sueed. The interesting ase is when the

table already holds an answer p(X;CS

old

) with a di�erent onit set CS

old

(if

CS

old

= CS then XSB will reognize it is a dupliate answer). Then several

strategies are possible for hek return/1:

{ The simplest approah is to let hek return/1 fail when the table already

holds an answer with the same X.

{ An alternative approah is to hek whether the new onit set CS is

\better" than CS

old

. Then the old answer is removed from the table and

hek return/1 sueeds. Otherwise hek return/1 fails.

{ Finally, but more expensive for the overall query evaluation, one ould al-

low several answers, only rejeting/removing redundant ones (p(X;CS

1

) is

redundant wrt. p(X;CS

2

) if CS

1

� CS

2

).

Advaned Failure Analysis. A onit set an be alled minimal if it has no

subset whih is a onit set. Obviously it is not feasible to ompute minimal

onit sets. However, simply olleting the omponents used in a proof an be a

large overestimation. For example, in our planning problems, a three argument

prediate is used: one argument is the initial state, one argument is the �nal state

and one argument is the desription of the derived plan. The pre-interpretation

of the terms representing the plan is ompletely irrelevant for the failure of the

query. However the omponents used to ompute it will be part of the onit

set.



To see how to re�ne our failure analysis, let us reonsider how answers are ob-

tained. Using a slightly di�erent notation, the base ase of the even=1 prediate

an be written as:

even(X) :- X=0_J.

This represents the basi answer, parameterized by the pre-interpretation J .

Now onsider the de�nition of the odd=1 prediate:

odd(X) :- even(Y),X=s_J(Y).

An answer of odd=1 is obtained by performing resolution with the basi an-

swer for even=1, yielding:

odd(X) :- Y=X1,X1=0_J,X=s_J(Y).

This an be generalized, answers for a prediate p=n are of the form:

p(X

1

; : : : ; X

n

) X

1

= t

1

J

; : : : ; X

N

= t

n

J

; Eqs

with Eqs a set of equations involving X

1

; : : : ; X

n

and some loal variables

Y

1

; : : : ; Y

n

. Under the elementary failure analysis the answer is p(t

1

J

; : : : ; t

n

J

)

and the assoiated onit set is the set of omponents used in omputing

t

1

J

; : : : ; t

n

J

and the terms of Eqs.

The basis for the advaned failure analysis is the observation that the answer

lauses an be simpli�edwhile preserving the solution they represent. Terms form

equivalene lasses under a pre-interpretations. Members of the equivalene lass

an be represented by the domain element whih is their pre-interpretation and

equalities between terms modulo equivalene lass an be simpli�ed using three

of the four Martelli-Montanari simpli�ation rules:

{ p(t

1

J

; : : : ; t

n

J

) X = X;Eqs is equivalent to

p(t

1

J

; : : : ; t

n

J

) Eqs (remove)

{ p(t

1

J

; : : : ; t

n

J

) t

J

= X;Eqs is equivalent to

p(t

1

J

; : : : ; t

n

J

) X = t

J

; Eqs (swith)

{ p(t

1

J

; : : : ; t

n

J

) X = t

J

; Eqs is equivalent to

p(t

1

J

; : : : ; t

n

J

)fX=t

J

g  EqsfX=t

J

g (substitute)

Note that f

J

(t

1

J

; : : : ; t

n

J

) = g

J

(s

1

J

; : : : ; s

m

J

); Eqs is not equivalent to false

and that f

J

(t

1

J

; : : : ; t

n

J

) = f

J

(s

1

J

; : : : ; s

n

J

); Eqs is not equivalent to t

1

J

=

s

1

J

; : : : ; t

n

J

= s

n

J

; Eqs, hene peel is not allowed.

So an answer an be simpli�ed to a form

p(t

1

J

; : : : ; t

n

J

) Eqs

where Eqs ontains equations between non variable terms and some of the t

i

J

in the head an be variables. The pre-interpretations in the terms of Eqs de-

ide whether Eqs is interpreted as true or false, hene the omponents used in

interpreting the terms in Eqs form the real onit set of the answer. However



also the omponents used to interpret the terms t

i

J

of the head are important.

When the answer is used to solve a all, they beome part of new equations.

Hene, with eah variable we should assoiate a set holding the omponents

used in evaluating the term the variable is bound to and with eah answer we

should assoiate the \real" onit set. Moreover, the exeution of the equalities

X = Y has to be monitored. When one of X or Y is free then uni�ation an

be performed, otherwise if X and Y have the same interpretation then the sets

of omponents assoiated with X and Y have to be added to the onit set of

the answer (as before the equality fails when X and Y have a di�erent inter-

pretation). Note that our transformation is suh that alls have fresh variables

as arguments, so the equality between an argument of a all and an argument

of an answer always involves a free variable and is orretly handled by stan-

dard uni�ation. A �nal point is that the body of the ompiled lause have to

be arefully ordered: equalities on prediate alls involving a variable X should

preede the interpretation of a term ontaining X, e.g. p(X); Y = f

J

(X) is a

orret ordering: �rst the all p=1 binds X to a domain element and also returns

the set of omponents CS

X

used in omputing that domain element. Then Y is

bound to a domain element and the set of omponents used in omputing it is

ff

J

(X)g [ CS

X

. Taking the above into aount, the ode for our example is as

follows:

even(X,[℄) :- omp(p_zero,[℄,X), hek_return(even(X,[℄)).

even(X,CS) :- odd(Y,CS),omp(p_s,[Y℄,X), hek_return(even(X,CS)).

odd(X,CS) :- even(Y,CS),omp(p_s,[Y℄,X), hek_return(odd(X,CS)).

even_odd(CS) :-

even(X,EvenCS),odd(Y,OddCS),

merge(EvenCS,OddCS,CS1),unify(X,Y,CS1,CS),

hek_return(even_odd(CS)).

Calls to the pre-interpretation are made through an intermediate prediate

omp/3 de�ned below. The all to ombine arg s/3 ollets the onit sets

assoiated with the ground arguments of the funtion to be interpreted (none

if the argument is a free variable) in ArgsCS and merge/3 extends ArgsCS with

Comp, the onsulted omponent of the pre-interpretation, to obtain the �nal

onit set ResCS.

omp(F,Args,R-ResCS) :-

ombine_arg_s(Args,RealArgs,ArgsCS),

append([F|RealArgs℄,[R℄,C),Comp =.. C,

all(Comp),

merge([Comp℄,ArgsCS,ResCS).

ombine_arg_s([℄,[℄,[℄).

ombine_arg_s([A-[℄|T℄,[A|T1℄,RestCS) :- !,

ombine_arg_s(T,T1,RestCS).

ombine_arg_s([A-ACS|T℄,[A|T1℄,OutCS) :-



ombine_arg_s(T,T1,RestCS),

merge(ACS,RestCS,OutCS).

The merge/3 prediate makes the union of two sets (represented as lists)

and plaes the result in a anonial form and unify/4 is used to monitor the

uni�ation proess and an be de�ned by the following Prolog ode:

unify(X,Y,S,S) :- (var(X);var(Y)), !, X=Y.

unify(X-Sx,X-Sy,Sin,Sout) :- merge(Sx,Sy,S), merge(S,Sin,Sout).

The �rst two arguments are the terms to be uni�ed, the third is the urrent

onit set of the lause and the last argument is the new onit set of the

lause. The �rst lause handles the ase that one is a free variable: uni�ation is

performed and the onit set of the lause remains the same. The seond lause

handles the ase that both arguments X and Y are bound to the same domain

element. The set of omponents used in evaluating the �rst argument (Sx) and

in evaluating the seond argument (Sy) are added to Sin yielding Sout.

3.3 Intelligent Baktraking

Under standard baktraking, andidate pre-interpretations are enumerated a-

ording to some �xed total ordering 

1

; 

2

; : : : ; 

n

of the ells. When some partial

solution 

1

= d

1

1

; 

2

= d

1

2

; : : : ; 

m

= d

1

m

is rejeted then the value assignment d

1

m

for the last ell 

n

is modi�ed. If no other value is left, then 

m�1

is modi�ed

(and all domain elements beome again available for 

m

). The simplest use of

onit sets is based on the observation that no extension of the onit set an

be a solution, so the last element aording to the total order over the ells of the

onit set is seleted and the assignment to this ell is modi�ed. However also

seondary onit sets an be derived [1℄. Assume, due to di�erent onits, all

values for some ell 

n

have been rejeted. With f

i;1

; : : : ; 

i;k

i

; 

n

g the onit

set whih led the rejetion of d

i

we an formalize the knowledge in the onit

sets as:



1;1

= d

1;1

^ : : :^ 

1;k

1

= d

1;k

1

^ 

n

= d

1

! false

.

.

.



m;1

= d

m;1

^ : : :^ 

m;k

m

= d

m;k

m

^ 

n

= d

m

! false:

As we have that ell 

n

must be assigned some domain element, we have 

n

=

d

1

_ : : :_ 

n

= d

m

. Applying hyper-resolution [8℄, one an infer



1;1

= d

1;1

^ : : :^ 

1;k

1

= d

1;k

1

^

.

.

.



m;1

= d

m;1

^ : : :^ 

m;k

m

= d

m;k

m

! false

whih says that f

1;1

; : : : ; 

1;k

1

; : : : ; 

m;1

; : : : ; 

m;k

m

g is also a onit set.



At the implementation level, an aumulated onit set is assoiated with

eah ell and initialized as empty. When a onit f

1

; : : : ; 

n�1

; 

n

g is derived

with 

n

its last ell, then f

1

; : : : ; 

n�1

g is added to the aumulated onit

set of 

n

. One all assignments to a ell are exhausted, its assoiated onit set

holds the seondary onit whih an be used to diret further baktraking.

This is the approah taken in [3℄ where it worked quite well, as the initial order

was arefully hosen. In the urrent implementation, where the initial order over

the ells is random, the system had to do muh more searh before �nding a

solution. Hene we adopted a variant of intelligent baktraking mentioned in

[1℄ whih leaves the ells unordered until they partiipate in a onit. Under

this approah, ells are split over two sets, a set with a total order (initially

empty) and a set whih is unordered. When a onit is found, the ells from

it whih are in the unordered set (if any) are moved to the end of the ordered

set. Then the last ell of the onit set is hosen as target of the baktraking.

Cells whih are after the target in the total order return to the unordered set.

This approah resulted in substantially better results.

3.4 Dealing with Equational Problems

There exists many problems whih ontain only one prediate, the equality pred-

iate eq=2. They onsist of a number of fats eq(t

i

1

; t

i

2

) for i = 1; : : : ;m and

a number of denials  eq(s

j

1

; s

j

2

) for j = 1; : : : ; n. To solve suh problems,

one has to add to the program the axioms for the equality theory for reexivity,

symmetry, transitivity and funtion substitution, the latter onsists of an axiom

f(X

1

; : : : ; X

n

) = f(Y

1

; : : : ; Y

n

) X

1

= Y

1

^ : : :^X

n

= Y

n

:

for eah funtor f=n. The least model of the standard equality theory is the

identity relation over the domain of the interpretation, hene the searh spae

an be redued by restriting the interpretation of eq=2 to the identity relation.

In the abdutive system of [3℄, this is ahieved by initializing the interpre-

tation of eq=2 as identity, and removing the standard equality theory (only the

problem spei� fats and denials remain). Baktraking is initiated as soon as

either one of the denials eq(s

j

1

; s

j

2

) evaluates to true or one of the fats eq(t

i

1

; t

i

2

)

results in an answer whih is not in the identity relation.

With diret exeution under XSB, a slightly di�erent approah is required.

Uni�ation redues to the identity relation, hene after ompiling the terms, the

all to eq=2 an be done by unifying the ompiled terms. However, the problem

is that all fats and denials need to be ativated. Therefore a new prediate p=0

is introdued and de�ned as follows:

p :eq(t

i

1

; t

i

2

): i = 1; : : : ;m

p eq(s

j

1

; s

j

2

): j = 1; : : : ; n

Proving failure of the query  p yields the desired pre-interpretation. Indeed p

is equivalent to

p 

_

1�i�m

9 :eq(t

i

1

; t

i

2

) _

_

1�j�n

9 eq(s

j

1

; s

j

2

):



Hene p fails if the right-hand side is true, i.e. if

^

1�i�m

8 eq(t

i

1

; t

i

2

) ^

^

1�j�n

8 :eq(s

j

1

; s

j

2

)

is true. 8 eq(t

i

1

; t

i

2

) is equivalent with the fat eq(t

i

1

; t

i

2

) and 8:eq(s

j

1

; s

j

2

) is

equivalent to the denial eq(s

j

1

; s

j

2

). Thus p fails if the onjuntion of the orig-

inal fats and denials is true under the hosen pre-interpretation. Compilation

of terms is as desribed in Setion 3.1, i.e. a all eq(s

j

1

; s

j

2

) is replaed by a all

X

j

1

= X

j

2

preeded by the ode omputing the pre-interpretation of s

j

1

and s

j

2

.

A all :eq(t

i

1

; t

i

2

) is handled in a similar way; the built-in n= (not uni�able)

an be used instead of not equal. However, speial are is required to ensure the

arguments are ground in ase t

i

1

or t

i

2

is a variable. Whereas the ompilation

leaves suh variables intat, here it has to be mapped (the mapping introdues

a baktrak point) to a domain element.

Similarly as in Setion 3.2, onit sets an be assoiated with terms for the

task of advaned failure analysis. Hene a all :eq(t

i

1

; t

i

2

) is transformed in the

sequene interpret(t

i

1

; X

i

1

); interpret(t

i

2

; X

i

2

); disunify(X

i

1

; X

i

2

; S

in

; S

out

) where

interpret=2 is an abbreviation for the sequene of alls omputing the pre-

interpretation of the term and the assoiated onit set and disunify=4 is

de�ned as

disunify(X-Sx,Y-Sy,Sin,Sout) :-

X\=Y,merge(Sx,Sy,S), merge(S,Sin,Sout).

4 Experiments

4.1 The Problems

We tested our system with a large number of di�erent problems. Below we give

a short desription for eah one of them and for some of them the soure ode

is given in Appendix A.

List Manipulation. The appendlast problem uses the standard de�nition of

the prediates append and last and the following query:

appendlast :- append(X, [a℄, Xs),last(Xs, b).

The reverselast problem is similar to the appendlast problem but uses the

version of the prediate reverse with aumulator:

reverselast:- reverse(L, R, [a℄), last(R, b).

The nreverselast problem uses the \naive" de�nition of reverse:

nreverselast :- reverse([a|X℄, R), last(R, b).



Multisets. The multiset?o are programs to hek the equivalene of two mul-

tisets using a binary operator \o" to represent them. multiset3o is a problem

whih has a solution, thus failure annot be proven for it.

Planning in the Bloks-World. These are simple problems for planning in

the bloks-world. The theory for the blokpair problems has, besides the usual

ations of the bloks-world, an ation to add or remove a pair of bloks. In the

blokzero problems, the extra ation is to reate a new blok named s(X) on

top of a lear blok X.

The queries ending in \o" use multisets based on the funtion o/2 and those

ending in \l" use a standard list representation. Those problems whih have the

number 2 in their name do not ollet the plan and those having 3 store the plan

in the seond argument. blokzero2ls

2

is a problem whih has a solution.

TPTP-Problems. The rest of the examples are taken from the TPTP problem

library [11℄. In Table 1 in brakets are given the TPTP names for eah one of

them. All these problems are equational problems and are transformed in the

way desribed in Setion 3.4.

The tba problem is to prove an independene of one axiom for ternary boolean

algebra.

The grp problem is to prove that some axiom is not a single axiom for group

theory.

The l3 problem is from the domain of ombinatory logi and the goal is to �nd

a set of ombinators whih satisfy axioms S and W and do not satisfy the weak

�xed point property.

Table 1 gives some details about the properties of the problems. The olumn

#pred shows the number of prediates. The olumn size dom gives the domain

size for whih the query has been evaluated (whih is, for the failing queries,

the minimumdomain size for whih a model proving failure exists). The olumn

size pre gives the number of ells in the pre-interpretation and the next olumn

#pre gives the number of all possible pre-interpretations for the given domain

size. The olumn size int gives the number of atoms to be assigned a truth value

in an interpretation and the last olumn #int/pre gives the number of di�erent

interpretations for a �xed pre-interpretation. For the TPTP problems this value

is 1 beause they have only one prediate for whih the interpretation is known

to be identity.

4.2 Results

The results with FMC

ATINF

were taken from [7℄ or were sent to us by its author

whih was using a SUN 4 ELC mahine. All other systems were run on SUN

Spar Ultra-2 omputer. The system AB is the abdutive system desribed in

2

orresponds to bloksol in [2℄ and [3℄



Table 1. Example properties

Example #pred size dom size pre #pre size int #int/pre

appendlast 2 3 12 3

12

13 2

13

reverselast 2 3 12 3

12

13 2

13

nreverselast 3 5 28 5

28

150 2

150

multiset1o 1 2 7 2

7

4 2

4

multiset2o 1 2 7 2

7

4 2

4

multiset3o 1 2 7 2

7

4 2

4

blokpair2o 3 2 19 2

19

12 2

12

blokpair3o 3 2 36 2

36

20 2

20

blokpair2l 5 2 19 2

19

32 2

32

blokpair3l 5 2 36 2

36

40 2

40

blokzero2o 3 2 19 2

19

12 2

12

blokzero3o 3 2 35 2

35

20 2

20

blokzero2l 5 2 19 2

19

32 2

32

blokzero3l 5 2 35 2

35

40 2

40

blokzero2ls 5 2 19 2

19

32 2

32

tba (BOO019-1) 1 3 32 3

32

9 1

grp (GRP081-1) 1 2 17 2

17

4 1

l3 (COL005-1) 1 3 12 3

12

9 1

[3℄, however, running under (the slower) XSB-Prolog instead of Master Prolog

for equal omparison. We used FINDER [10℄ version 3.0.2 and SEM [12℄ version

1.7 whih are well known model generators implemented in C.

The system naive results from the diret translation of the system AB to XSB:

it uses the same failure analysis, it starts from a random total order over the

ells of the pre-interpretation and it uses the simplest variant of hek return

whih stiks to the �rst answer whatever the assoiated onit set is. For the

TPTP problems the standard equality axioms were used.

The systems single CS and best CS use a more sophistiated version of

hek return whih prefers the answer with the shorter onit set, advaned

failure analysis and the more sophistiated version of intelligent baktraking

whih leaves elements unordered until they partiipate in a onit set. The

system single CS uses the �rst answer to the top level query to diret the bak-

traking. The system best CS omputes all answers to the top level query and

then selets from them the onit set whih will add the fewest number of ells

to the ordered sequene. Both systems use the tehnique desribed in Setion 3.4

on the TPTP problems.

Table 2 gives the times obtained by the di�erent systems. The time is in

seonds unless followed by H, then it is in hours. A \-" means the example was

not run. A \> n" means the system had still no solution after time n.

Table 3 shows the number of generated and tested pre-interpretations (num-

ber of baktraks). For the SEM system, we have modi�ed the soure ode to

report exatly this number. For the FINDER system we report the sum of the



Table 2. Exeution times

Example naive single CS best CS AB FINDER SEM FMC

ATINF

appendlast 919 0.76 1.63 1.42 0.07 0.01 45.21

reverselast 918 0.85 1.85 1.00 0.10 0.01 10.79

nreverselast >2706 >1673 178 17.5H > 1446 957 >900

multiseto1 0.18 0.06 0.12 0.08 0.02 0.01 -

multiseto2 0.07 0.20 0.47 0.10 0.02 0.01 0.02

multiseto3 0.94 0.54 2.77 0.28 0.03 0.01 -

blokpair2o 451 0.86 3.14 5.05 0.07 0.05 7.31

blokpair3o >58 0.94 3.90 21.97 0.18 0.23 >900

blokpair2l 5303 1.86 7.85 3.56 0.04 0.05 204.9

blokpair3l >222 2.05 9.70 53.88 0.12 0.18 >900

blokzero2o 7.93 7.94 4.35 2.84 0.11 0.09 -

blokzero3o 162 8.86 5.41 24.48 0.22 1.98 -

blokzero2l 18.49 2.00 20.71 5.67 0.23 0.10 -

blokzero3l 40.35 2.06 24.76 37.23 0.33 2.39 -

blokzero2ls 11.8H 648 2631 593 2287 5.05 >900

tba >950 1331 3.65 3.29 0.03 0.03 0.06

grp 1189 1.05 5.89 13.94 0.03 0.01 -

l3 0.13 3.85 1.63 1.03 0.02 0.03 0.04

number of bad andidates tested and other baktraks. Also in this table \-"

means not run, \> n" means already n baktraks when interrupted. For the

system best CS we give an additional olumn total whih shows the total number

of onit sets obtained as \answers" to the query (divided by the number of

baktraks, this gives the average number of onit sets obtained when running

the query).

4.3 Disussion

Comparing the systems naive and AB, we see that the straightforward transfer

of AB to XSB results in a muh worse behavior. Hene the heuristis used by

AB to ontrol the searh have a big impat.

The e�et of the advaned failure analysis is not reported separately. Its

impat is only visible in the blok*3? problems whih ompute, for the failure

analysis, an irrelevant output argument. The advaned failure analysis makes

these problems behave as well as the orresponding blok*2? problems. Note

that the AB system as well as all �rst order model generators behave muh worse

on the 3-argument problems than on the orresponding 2-argument problems.

As omputing some output is a natural feature of a logi program, the advaned

failure analysis is an important asset of our system.

Adding more sophistiated baktraking whih does not �x the order of

the ells in advane yields a substantial improvement on most problems. The

system single CS whih stiks everywhere to the �rst onit set is often the



Table 3. Number of baktraks

Example naive single CS best CS AB FINDER SEM FMC

ATINF

#bkt #bkt #bkt total #bkt #bkt #bkt #bkt

appendlast 41045 56 27 136 43 180 27 110019

reverselast 41045 56 27 133 30 211 27 23445

nreverselast >10000 >2000 221 2426 190170 > 10

7

31285086 >?

multiset1o 4 3 3 11 4 4 3 -

multiset2o 14 14 12 38 10 31 8 104

multiset3o 127 75 76 122 33 75 86 -

blokpair2o 9323 34 32 55 17 273 918 5567

blokpair3o >3000 34 32 55 56 879 2904 >?

blokpair2l 32873 76 66 117 33 68 918 91404

blokpair3l >6000 76 66 117 204 359 2904 >?

blokzero2o 577 241 48 148 158 823 3495 -

blokzero3o 1245 241 48 148 500 897 63032 -

blokzero2l 1145 190 181 1044 98 1131 3415 -

blokzero3l 2289 190 181 1044 380 1123 63288 -

blokzero2ls 128926 21544 20284 31969 3615 3999226 201882 -

tba >4000 95369 41 91 72 23 5 33

grp 19996 71 138 210 361 24 14 -

l3 5 670 93 191 41 30 3 -

fastest, although it often needs more baktraks than best CS. It fails only on

nreverselastwhih uses a 5 element domain and has a very large searh spae.

However, on the equality problems it beomes obvious that a good hoie of

a onit set is essential for solving suh problems. In number of baktraks,

best CS ompares quite well with AB. Only on blokzero2ls it needs a lot more

baktraks, while it needs a lot less on nreverselast.Perhaps on blokzero2ls,

whih has no solution, it su�ers from the less optimal ordering beause the searh

spae has to be searhed exhaustively.

From the model generators FINDER and SEM perform reasonably well in

terms of time and also in number of baktraks. However, the results for FINDER

were obtained only after a �ne tuning of the di�erent parameters and the repre-

sentation of the problems (see [3℄). The system also uses intelligent baktraking

for deriving seondary onit sets and some other forms of failure analysis. It

has a smaller number of baktraks on the more omplex planning problems

than SEM. The system SEM is the fastest in raw speed and is not so sensible to

the problem representation. Of the model generators, the system FMC

ATINF

is

the weakest on the lass of problems we onsider. This result ontrasts with the

results in [7℄ where it is the best on several problems.

Compared with our system the model generators have to baktrak muh

more on the planning problems and the other logi programs where they have to

explore the full spae of interpretations while we look only for the least model

of the program for a given pre-interpretation (the extra ost of evaluating the



query in the least model is more than ompensated for by the exponentially

smaller searh spae). On the TPTP problems our system is doing worse whih

suggests that there is further room for making better use of the information in

onit sets.

5 Conlusion

In this paper we presented a method for proving failure of queries for de�nite

logi programs based on diret exeution of the abstrated program in XSB-

Prolog, a standard top-down proof proedure with tabulation.

By using a better form of intelligent baktraking (proposed in [1℄) whih

does not �x the enumeration order in advane and an improved failure analysis,

we were able to ompensate for the loss of exibility whih results from the diret

exeution of the abstrated program.

This way of intelligent baktraking ould also be interesting for other sys-

tems, e.g. FMC

ATINF

of whih Peltier reports that it is quite sensitive to the

initial enumeration order.

While di�erene in speed with the AB system are modest, the approah is

still very interesting as the depth-�rst left-to-right exeution results in a muh

better memory management so that larger problems an be takled. The meta-

interpreter of the AB system keeps trak of the whole top-down proof tree in

evaluating the query, whih leads to very large memory onsumption.

Interesting future work is to further investigate some ontrol issues. One

ould explore whether there is a good ompromise between omputing only one

solution to the query and omputing all solutions. One ould try to further

improve the baktraking by developing some heuristis whih order a group of

new elements when they are inserted in the ordered sequene.
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A Code for Some of the Problems

A.1 Multiset

multiset1o :- sameMultiSet(a, X), sameMultiSet(X, b).

multiset2o :- sameMultiSet(o(a,o(a,emptyMultiSet)),o(X,o(emptyMultiSet,b))).

multiset3o :- sameMultiSet(o(a,o(a,o(emptyMultiSet,b))),

o(o(a,b),o(a,emptyMultiSet))).

sameMultiSet(X, X).



sameMultiSet(o(X, Y), o(X, Z)):- sameMultiSet(Y, Z).

sameMultiSet(o(o(X, Y), Z), U):- sameMultiSet(o(X, o(Y, Z)), U).

sameMultiSet(U, o(o(X, Y), Z)):- sameMultiSet(U, o(X, o(Y, Z))).

sameMultiSet(o(emptyMultiSet, X), Y):- sameMultiSet(X, Y).

sameMultiSet(X, o(emptyMultiSet, Y)):-sameMultiSet(X, Y).

sameMultiSet(o(X, Y), Z) :- sameMultiSet(o(Y, X), Z).

A.2 Planning Problems

Bloks are identi�ed by integers represented as terms with the onstant 0 and

the funtion s=1. The ationZero=3 prediate gives the possible ations and the

ausesZero=3 prediate tries to �nd a plan. In both prediates the �rst argument

is the initial state, the last argument is the �nal state and the plan is olleted

in the seond argument.

blokzero3o :-

ausesZero(o(o(on(s(s(0)), s(0)), l(s(s(0)))), em), Plan,

o(on(s(0), 0), Z)).

ausesZero(I1, void, I2):-

sameMultiSet(I1, I2).

ausesZero(I, plan(A, P), G):-

ationZero(C, A, E),

sameMultiSet(o(C, Z), I),

ausesZero(o(E, Z), P, G).

ationZero(holds(V), put_down(V),

o(table(V), o(lear(V), nul))).

ationZero(o(lear(V), o(table(V), nul)), pik_up(V),

holds(V)).

ationZero(o(holds(V), lear(W)), stak(V, W),

o(on(V,W), o(lear(V), nul))).

ationZero(o(lear(V), o(on(V, W), nul)), unstak(V),

o(holds(V), lear(W))).

ationZero(o(on(X, Y), o(lear(X), nul)), generate_blok,

o(on(s(X), X), o(on(X, Y), o(lear(s(X)), nul)))).
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